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ABSTRACT  

Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions (MICE) Tourism has been  an important 

product as well as a demanding research topic. With English as the vehicular language for 

scholarly interaction at a global scale in this growing and multidisciplinary subfield of Tourism, 

as in most broad knowledge fields, our research is aimed to identify and describe the specific 

language strategies which are used by authors who succeeded in publishing their Research 

Articles (RA) in top-ranked journals for effectively promoting the value of their work within their 

scientific community.  

As a main contribution for Non-Native English-Speaking Scientists (NNESS), we carried out a 
comprehensive analysis of the main rhetorical strategies for research promotion in MICE 

Tourism studies, focusing on their types, markers, frequency, and distribution, since they have 

proven to be unknown, difficult, or problematic for this kind of authors. Our findings are meant 

to open doors for them as prospective junior researchers seeking to access the highly 

competitive world of international publications, so often reserved for more experienced users 

of English as an Additional Language (EAL). By becoming conscious about the need of using 

promotional rhetorical strategies properly, they will gain better academic writing skills for 

improving their scientific articles and conference papers about MICE Tourism, also applicable 

to other research specialties. 

We also offer here catalogue of well-informed choices for enhancing the value of a study in a 

way which highlights its credit and credibility, and for anticipating its principal outcomes in the 

early sections of the RA (i.e. the title, the Abstract and above all the Introduction). Our results 

show that authors researching MICE Tourism tend to prioritize some content or methodologic 

features which may favour their peers positively assessing their research. We also specify how 

such aims can be pursued with different degrees of emphasis according to the type, number 

and combination of the strategies and language tools that can be used. We hope that the 

current study may help especially junior researchers and authors in general when they seek 

to disseminate their research internationally.  

Key words: MICE Tourism, academic writing, promotional rhetorical strategies, English for 

Research Publication Purposes (ERPP), Non-Native English-Speaking Scientists. 
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RESUMEN 

El turismo de reuniones o de ferias y congresos ha ido ganando protagonismo tanto como 

producto turístico como en calidad de campo de investigación. Por su naturaleza 

multidisciplinar y teniendo el inglés como lengua vehicular en la esfera internacional, rasgo 

que comparte con otros ámbitos del conocimiento, resulta un campo abonado para un estudio 

como el que ahora presentamos. Nuestra investigación tiene como objetivo identificar y 

describir las estrategias retóricas que los autores que han publicado artículos científicos en 

revistas de alto índice de impacto utilizan para promocionar el valor de su investigación de 

cara a la comunidad científica a la que pertenecen. 

Entre las principales contribuciones de nuestro trabajo, especialmente para los investigadores 
que no son hablantes de inglés como lengua madre, está el amplio estudio que hemos 

realizado de las principales estrategias retóricas que sirven para la promoción de la 

investigación concretamente en el campo del Turismo de eventos y congresos, centrándonos 

en sus tipos y marcadores lingüísticos, y también en su frecuencia y distribución. Se trata de 

superar la laguna que suele tener este perfil de autor, sobre todo cuando persigue dar a 

conocer su trabajo de investigación en el contexto altamente competitivo de las publicaciones 

con alcance internacional. Despertar la conciencia sobre la necesidad de aplicar 

convenientemente ciertas estrategias de expresión que ayudan a visibilizar la importancia de 

un estudio les permitirá optimizar sus competencias para el discurso académico-científico 

tanto en los estudios sobre el turismo de ferias y congresos como en otros campos de 

especialidad. 

Gracias a esta investigación contamos hoy con un catálogo de usos específicos fiables que 

conviene anticipar tanto como sea posible al redactar un artículo científico (desde su título, 

abstract y sobre todo la introducción). Dichos usos son herramientas que servirán como 

referentes para saber cómo destacar ciertas características epistémicas o metodológicas que 

podrán ayudar a dar mayor visibilidad y credibilidad a un trabajo, y también para avanzar 

algunos de sus resultados más importantes, con el fin de mejorar sus posibilidades 

potenciales de aceptación o valoración. El conocimiento de estas estrategias concretas y de 

sus posibles combinaciones facilitará que algunos autores hasta ahora menos 

experimentados en las convenciones del lenguaje académico internacional incrementen sus 

probabilidades de acceder a publicaciones de superior estatus en las clasificaciones, hasta 

ahora reservadas a un sector mucho más limitado. 

Palabras clave: Turismo de reuniones, discurso académico, estrategias retóricas de 

promoción, Inglés para Fines de Publicación Científica (IFPC), hablantes de inglés con otra 

lengua madre. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

According to the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO,1998), any activity or collection of 

activities carried out outside the usual environment of residence for a period of less than one 

year and, the activities connected to leisure, business, or other reasons, are considered as 

tourist activities. Therefore, MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibitions) 

Tourism is part of this sector and has been rapidly expanding since it has become one of the 

leading engines of the development of the service sector. There are several definitions that will 

be explained in detail later but following the comprehensive report by Sahaadi Rodríguez 

(2017) where all the available definitions presented are remarkably similar, it seems important 

to note that the main reason of this kind of trip is work and/or any professional or research-

connected activities linked to exhibitions, conventions, or incentives. 

Business travel has grown substantially in recent years, generating miles of jobs around the 
world. This type of tourism not only helps business executives who are part of the events that 

are held, since it improves their economic situation and the image of the destination at a foreign 

level, but also those of local workers and the host city or country where they are celebrated. 

Business travel, particularly MICE Tourism, also involves the travelling and stay of scholars 

engaged in associations or institutions with educational and/or scientific purposes where 

periodical meetings and conferences are held, both nationally and internationally, and where 

English is the predominant vehicular language for the members’ interaction, no matter where 

they come from. In this context, Tenerife is one of the most demanded tourist destinations 

internationally and has sundry infrastructures, congress centers and hotels with considerable 

potential for MICE Tourism. Fairs and events are held annually for both residents and tourists, 

which represent a great economic contribution for the island.  

At a global level Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions (MICE) tourism has 

developed rapidly, both in Asia and in Europe, and has become an important tourism product 

as well as research topic. As far as we know, the research published about the emergent 

subfield of MICE Tourism has achieved a great progress in the last 20 years, despite it still has 

an incipient history if it is compared with other fields of tourism studies with long-term tradition. 

However, its growing importance and multidisciplinary character, including Tourism 

Development, Strategy and Management, Transportation, Leisure and Hospitality 

Management, among many other methodological, socio-cultural, technological, planning and 

policy aspects of international, national and regional tourism as well as specific management 

studies, made us think that it deserves a systematic analysis, and that especially in terms of 

communication at a global level it must bring us a rich field to undertake not only the current 

but surely more research works. So, attention needs to be paid to the fundamental role of 
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communication strategies within this sector, whose expected set of rules are often unknown 

and thus neglected by non-Anglo-Saxon researchers, not only due to local cultural differences 

but mainly because they rarely receive any kind of training on their command, even though 

their scientific and academic discourses are to be developed and published mainly in English 

in the 21st Century global academia. 

Thus, for the above-mentioned reasons, the following aspects will be studied in this thesis. 
Firstly, an introduction to the theoretical framework shaping this specialty will be developed, 

where the definition of MICE Tourism, its components, as well as the types of conferences, 

events, congresses, and services that it implies will be introduced. Furthermore, how 

conventions and events are generators of tourist activity will be explained, and the impacts 

they create will be explored, covering several scenarios, namely economic, social, 

environmental, and more recently Covid-19. Additionally, the importance of English as a 

scientific and academic language as well as the conventional patterns and styles in 

promotional discourses will be studied. 

Moreover, an explanation of the MICE Tourism situation in Spain, the Canary Islands and 

particularly in Tenerife will be also presented, thus providing a view to identify the current 

panorama, its available infrastructures, events, and the agents involved in it. Finally, the 

objectives of the current research as well as the methodology that has been followed to learn 

about research promotion strategies used by authors in scientific articles about MICE Tourism 

will be thoroughly described. For this purpose, a special emphasis has been given to the 

groundbreaking, internationally accepted model which was originally developed by John M. 

Swales in his research carried out at the University of Michigan, USA, (since his initial versions 

were developed in 1990 and refined in 2004 into the currently updated by other researchers) 

for analyzing the organization of information, its structure and expression, known as the CARS 

(Create a Research Space) model. 

Our research is aimed to identify and describe, for the first time as far as we know, how the 

authors who publish their research results in two of the most remarkable tourism journals in 

the subspecialty of MICE Tourism effectively use certain language strategies to promote the 

importance of their work in front of their peers. This study, and the further related research that 

may proceed in the short and long-term future, is expected to make several theoretical and 

practical contributions at both a scientific and academic level. We hope that the results 

achieved, and the conclusions driven in the current study will be of help for junior researchers 

particularly if they are non-native English speakers, but who need to use this language for 

international communication to succeed when they seek to disseminate their research 

internationally. Some important complementary information is provided in the Appendices.  
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2.THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: MICE TOURISM AS THE CONTEXT OF OUT STUDY 

2.1 A definition of MICE Tourism 

As the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) points out, this specialty presents difficulties 

when it comes to being stated due to the large number of definitions it has received. In 

accordance with its glossary of tourism terms “To highlight purposes relevant to the meetings 

industry, if a trip’s main purpose is business/professional, it can be further subdivided into 

‘attending meetings, conferences or congresses, trade fairs and exhibitions’ and ‘other 

business and professional purposes’. The term meetings industry is preferred by the 

International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA), Meeting Professionals 

International (MPI) and Reed Travel over the acronym MICE (Meetings, Incentives, 

Conferences and Exhibitions) which does not recognize the industrial nature of such activities”. 
Having coherent definitions and concepts that can be used by all its members is necessary. 

Thus, some of the most notable definitions will be explained below. 

In the first place, based on the work of Lau (2009) the term MICE (Meetings, Incentives, 

Conventions and Exhibitions) is part of the tourism sector which is related to business events 

and activities. However, Binimelis and Ordinas (2003) identify that “meeting and business 

tourism is that segment of the tourist demand, which in general terms includes tourism for 

conventions, congresses, and incentives, also known as business meetings. This is a modality 

that is occupying more and more volume within the world tourism sector.”  On the other hand, 

Davidson and Rogers (2006) indicate that the term itself is related to the type of event and 

geographic location. For example, in the Middle East, Asia and North America it is more 

common that experts use the term “MICE sector” while in Europe they use the term “meetings 

sector” and in Australia they classify it as “business tourism”. At the same time Rogers (2008) 

adds that there exists a good deal of terms used internationally to describe the MICE sector 

such as convention sector, exhibition sector, meetings sector, event sector and business 

tourism sector. Moreover, as mentioned by Bigné et al (2000), meeting tourism could be 

categorized within a more global concept such as business tourism, which has two large 

subgroups: corporate and associative. In this last one term stands out the relevant role of 

congresses in meeting tourism (Rodríguez and San Martín, 2001) whereas as reported by the 

ICCA in corporate business tourism there are external and internal meetings where the first 

ones are aimed at the target market for whom the enterprise operates: clients, providers, and 

other interest groups and the second ones are intended for the business employees. 

Mentioning the opinion of Getz (2008) who comments that meeting tourism is motivational for 

tourism activity and has a prominent place in destinations development plans seems also 

essential. 
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2.2 A typology of conferences, events, and congresses 

According to Argumendo’s work (2012) there are several classification criteria for events. On 

the one hand, there are two fields of action in events: business events, which have public 

significance related to economic reasons or to trade fairs, congresses, product launches, 

award ceremonies, show rooms or exhibitions, and social events, which are more oriented 

towards the private sphere, such as human or family relationships (weddings, birthdays, 

religious meetings, anniversaries, etc.). They can also be divided into state or public events. 

Governmental events are organized by governmental bodies and the topics are aimed at 

society. Non-governmental events are those organized by non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs), federations or intermediate entities, and corporate events are those organized by 

large companies. In terms of the names of the events, there are regional events that bring 

together attendees who are part of an area with similar characteristics. The national ones are 

those whose attendees come from different provinces of the same country. And international 

events are those that are intended for attendees from different countries and regions. For these 

events to be international in nature, an ordinary general assembly of the international 

organization that convenes the event must be held. 

The following are the different types of events in the opinion of  Argumedo (2012): social events 

which are those that bring together the people invited to them and are generally festive in 

nature; cultural events which aim to enrich the cultural aspect of the people who participate; 

sporting events which are all events where competitions are developed have to do with the 

sporting spirit, the cult of the body and its physical aptitudes in order to motivate the activity 

and contribute to a better quality of life; business events which are those carried out by 

companies as a tool within their marketing strategies in order to increase their sales, maintain 

their presence and position or introduce a new product to the market; political events which 

can be open (street stalls); open general (concentration in a square); open mobile (street 

demonstrations or parades), and closed general (internal meetings). 

The illustration provided in Appendix 1 reveals the different types of events and their definition 

as stated by Argumedo (2012); congresses, conventions, conferences, seminars, 

symposiums, colloquia, conferences cycles, video conferences, press conferences, panels, 

forums, round tables, assemblies, courses, workshops, exhibitions, trade fairs, clinical 

meetings, plenaries, debates, Phillips 66, brainstorming, working  breakfasts, lunches or 

brunches, fashion shows, show rooms, graduation ceremonies, awards ceremonies, shows 

tributes, inaugurations and products launches among others.  

Nevertheless, Lau (2009) classifies event types more succinctly by dividing them into three 

categories: cultural events which are those related to society, lifestyle and culture; sporting 
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events, intended to entertain spectators by demonstrating sporting skills in competitions, and 

business events which deal with meetings, incentive travel, conferences and exhibitions.  

In different circumstances, Aksu et al. (2003) discuss in their article that incentive travel has 
become very crucial by dint of its ability to have a positive economic impact on the tourism 

industry and to improve and enhance people’s morale. Due to the growth of both domestic and 

international events in conjunction with the ability of companies to establish branch offices, 

incentive tourism is gaining more and more prominence as an alternative form of tourism that 

can reduce seasonality and differentiate a destination’s tourism product. They define incentive 

tourism “as the organization of holiday trips fully paid for the company to motivate and reward 

successful employees. In the context of incentives, companies organize such trips to boost 

employee morale and provide training to boost sales. The main objectives for organizing 

incentive trips are to increase sales, to create a positive image of the company, to showcase 

new products and train staff and to utilize the low season with its low volume of work.” 

2.3 Congresses and conventions as generators of tourist activity 

As Fernández Souto et al. (2010) comment in their paper, all cities and countries have always 
struggled to obtain a good position within a certain brand image for tourists and consumers to 

be aware of these destinations. In addition, they comment that this marketing positioning has 

managed to associate cities with different values; for example, Paris is recognized as the city 

of love and Barcelona as a congress city since the beginning of the 20th century. It has 

positioned itself as the best Spanish city to hold trade fairs, congresses, and business 

meetings. As a matter of course, cities compete to organize cultural events, such as 

international exhibitions, world or political congresses like business roundtables, large-scale 

receptions, or international sporting competitions such as the Olympic Games and world 

championships. The organization and planning of these types of congresses and events help 

to position the cities where they are held as tourist attractions, as well as helping the 

organizers, collaborators, and sponsors. 

Fernández Souto et al. (2010) consider that the organization of congresses not only means a 

great planning effort, but also a considerable economic investment to cushion it, from 

advertising and printing costs to material, merchandising, equipment, venue hire and other 

protocol and public relations service. They assure that MICE Tourism itself generates indirect 

jobs and that all of this results in a considerable economic impact. 

Furthermore, in the opinion of Rodríguez del Bosque et al. (2001) “meeting tourism contributes 

to deseasonalize the extreme concentration of mass tourism and is a factor of economic (direct 
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impact and multiplier effect), social (greater sense of belonging) and cultural (enrichment with 

new values) development of the host city.” 

Similarly, Lau (2009) states that business tourists participating in MICE events waste more 
than 65% of their capital on hotels, rooms, and meals in addition to 10% on shopping and local 

transport. She also highlights the role of transport in this sector as participants are often 

international attendees. Nonetheless, travelers also use local transport (bus, taxis, or trams) 

offered by the destination, which enhances the travel experience and increases the traveler’s 

spending. Moreover, she mentions that although the main purpose of business tourists is to 

attend events, they also visit local attractions in the destinations. Post-conference tours are 

often organized in order that attendees can enjoy the attractions that the host city has to offer. 

2.4 Impacts caused by MICE Tourism 

In the following sections we will provide the major impacts caused by MICE Tourism: economic, 

social, and environmental impacts as well as Covid-19 scenario. 

2.4.1 Economic impacts 

As reported by Jones and Li (2015), there are various grounds because MICE Tourism brings 

positive benefits to a destination. Business travelers spend more money per day than leisure 

visitors and use the relevant facilities for a longer time than traditional travelers. Additionally, 

the situation of the host country’s residents can be positively affected by the development of 

exhibitions and conferences, which can improve the country’s image. Nonetheless, Baade et 

al. (2008) and Boyle (1997) emphasize that there is controversy within this sector owing to the 

fact that the infrastructures and facilities to hold such conferences and exhibitions are 

expensive “and there is an opportunity cost in terms of alternative policy interventions.” Jones 

and Li (2015) also mention that to date it has been difficult to measure the economic relevance 

of meetings and conventions tourism at any special scale. They consider that it is crucial to 

expand basic Meetings Satellite Account to understand indirect economic impact and sub-

national economic impacts. The TSA (Tourism Satellite Account) structures are not sufficiently 

disaggregated to be able to identify the main players in the MICE sector and “nor is it possible 

to attribute (for example) accommodation and transport spent by MICE attendees to the MICE 

‘industry’ in the TSA despite the rationale for the trip depending fully on the MICE activity. 

There is thus required a significant further disaggregation and potentially re-ordering of TSA 

structures, on both the demand and supply side, to fully understand the economic significance 

of MICE.” Despite this drawback, Swarbrooke and Horner (2001) in the table shown in 

Appendix 2 classify several both positive and negative economic benefits of MICE Tourism 

such as job creation and possible expenses caused by business travel and tourism. 
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2.4.2 Social Impacts 

Several authors state that social-cultural impact “is the result of the interaction between 

tourists, the tourist destination and local residents. Festivals and events affect destinations as 

a whole so there is always a considerable potential socio-cultural impact. Other authors, in line 

with social exchange theory, claim that there is a direct relationship between the perception of 

tourism impact by social actors and factors such as their personal relationship with this sector 

(Pizam,1978), proximity to tourism activity (Sheldon & Var, 1984; Keogh 1990) and the degree 

of direct contact with tourists (Pizam, Milman & King,1994; Rothman,1978)” (González Reverté 

& Morales Pérez, 2017). 

Richards & Wilson (2004) comment that the celebration of events allows increasing the sense 
of place among the local community due to the fact that their image would be positively affected 

and also the positioning of the destinations. In this regard, the objective is to take advantage 

of an improved image and obtain new business, investment and increase the number of 

tourists with the aim of boosting local productive sectors (Sharpley & Stone, 2012). With all, 

the enhancement of place identity due to the celebration of events in tourist destinations 

demands that these events are adapted to the interests of tourists in order to satisfy their 

expectations as a spectacle. This can mean that attendees interpret it as a loss of authenticity 

of the event and on the other hand, as a process of reformulation of the local culture (MacLeod, 

2006; Wood,1998; González Reverté & Morales Pérez, 2017). 

Events can help to create long-lasting social impacts in local communities in several ways if 

they are able to boost the sense of wellbeing of those communities. They have the potential to 

boost social development and relationships between community members, motivate 

individuals to become more involved in local affairs, increase civic pride and improve 

perceptions of quality life. Several positive aspects that events bring are accessibility to culture, 

integration of socially excluded groups and support for volunteering. However, there are 

negative aspects that need to be considered as social exchange theory suggests that certain 

social groups do not gain benefits from holding events which can mean dissatisfaction, social 

disadvantage, and protest (Fredline & Faulkner, 1998; González Reverté & Morales Pérez; 

2017). 

2.4.3 Health impacts (Covid-19) 

Unfortunately, Covid-19 has paralyzed the world leaving an unparalleled and unpredictable 
impact on economies, societies, and livelihoods, in addition to a massive loss of jobs in the 

tourism industry. The MICE sector has suffered because of the epidemic. Events have been 

cancelled around the world and according to the ICCA in 2020 a total of 4,209 meetings were 
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affected, more than 60% were postponed, equivalent to 17,052 congress days, 2.5 million 

participants and losses of approximately US$ 7 billion. This scenario is quite significant, the 

population has been blocked and under social distancing. Besides, they are afraid to book any 

travel until the virus is under control (Ranasinghe et al., 2020). As a result, these authors 

believe that to address these problems, solutions such as hybrid events should be sought. 

Social networks have become very pertinent in this regard, as these events are a combination 

of virtual and live components. In this way, a group of people can meet at a physical location, 

while the general audience attends the event online remotely, thus achieving economic 

benefits, greater attendance, and ease of transition. On the other hand, Zúñiga Venegas 

(2020) considers that it is also important to face the new challenges for destinations. It is 

important to know what kind of destinations customers are looking for (proximity tourism, 

nature tourism, rural or unsaturated destinations, for example), comply with the number of 

tourists and give importance to digital transformation. 

Presently, according to Hosteltur (2021) “corporate travel managers will maintain only essential 

trips until the second half of the year and are already working their budgets with an eye on 

2022, considering that the conditions to normalize business tourism do not exist. For their part, 

suppliers are striving to maintain the conditions of flexibility and support corporate clients by 

complying with all security measures, according to the conclusions of the first session of the 

year held by Business Travel Forum”. 

2.4.4 Environmental impacts 

As mentioned in Hamiza Zamzuri’s et al. (2011) article, the celebration of an event means 

multiple environmental problems, the most ostensible issue being the repercussion of 

transportation. This contributes to the emissions of greenhouse gases and negative impacts 

of natural resources. This situation is compounded by the amount of waste generated and the 

need for its disposal. Jones (2010) analyzes this issue in depth and considers that the main 

areas of impact of events are energy, transportation, waste management, waste reduction and 

resource recovery, which also include the purchase of materials. He comments that the 

repeated use of this elements creates undesirable effects for the ecosystem, for example the 

use of transportation during events produces toxic emission that can have negative impacts, 

therefore, he contemplates that to solve this problem the organizers should limit the number 

of vehicles and provide alternatives for the common good such as the use of buses. It is very 

crucial that during the organization of an event stakeholders are aware of and practice 

strategies for reducing this deficiency. He also emphasizes that event organization involves 

energy, waste management and waste reduction and that issues such as archeology and 

biodiversity also need to be considered, as well as applying ecological practices such as 
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reducing electricity voltages to conserve energy. Furthermore, the author insists that 

government commitment and support is essential to reduce environmental impact. 

Emphasizing the issue and allocating funds for the maintenance of the environment is decisive. 

As stated by Hamiza Zamzuri et al. (2011), whether resources are cared for and maintained 
depends on the practices that organizers apply during and after the event. Sustainability can 

be achieved if they are committed to reduce the use of water, energy, and waste disposal 

during the event. Still, there may be barriers and challenges to ensuring environmental 

sustainability.  

In the same degree, Cunchillos (2017) states that, within the industry, companies assume that 
CO2 emissions are inevitable and that the only solution is to compensate for the carbon 

footprint with socially responsible projects. But still, she comments that the key is to avoid 

those emissions (paper reduction, use of local products and services, energy savings, etc.) 

She insists that sustainability gives value to companies and should extend to brand events. It 

is the responsibility of industry members to carry out these actions. However, she explains that 

“not only must processes be made from the private sector, but also from the public sector, 

demanding compliance with the parameters that should govern events in all areas”. 

2.5 MICE Tourism globally: From Europe to the world 

The MICE sector has expanded in more than 115 countries at international level, it is 

considered one of the indispensable elements in developed tourist destinations, being the most 

dynamic and relevant area of the tourism industry that focuses its activities within the business 

rather than leisure sphere (Khafizova & Dehtjare, 2019). The World Travel & Tourism Council 

(2017) estimates that the annual turnover of business tourism will increase by 3.7% over the 

next ten years and that earnings will grow to US$ 1.7 billion by 2027. This sector has a global 

community and knowledge center for the international association meetings industry called 

ICCA (already mentioned) that represents the world’s leading suppliers of international 

meetings and events transportation and accommodation. They are specialists in the 

international association meetings sector and provide data, business opportunities and 

communication channels. ICCA members represent the world’s leading destinations and most 

experienced suppliers who help achieve all event objectives such as venue selection, 

transportation assistance, comprehensive congress planning and tailor-made services. ICCA 

is headquartered in Holland and has regional offices in Malaysia, the United States, Uruguay, 

South Africa, and the United Arab Emirates. 

At the same time, Trisic and Arsenov-Bojovic (2018) assert in their paperwork that business 

travel is a truly global industry that brings positive benefits at all levels of the economy. It further 
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revitalizes the destinations by creating new jobs and prolongs the tourist season. Likewise, 

according to the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), around 30% of international 

movements are for congresses reasons (Trisic and Arsenov-Bojovir, 2018; Dragiševiš et al., 

2009). These authors also mention that incentive travel, meetings, conferences, and 

congresses are growing year after year in all countries of the world and that many conference 

centers have become distinguished symbols of the cities where they are located e.g., Hong 

Kong, London, Paris, Brussels, or New York. 

2.6 Domestic MICE Tourism: Spain, the Canary Islands and Tenerife 

Mentioning that in Spain there is the Spanish Federation of Associations of Professional 
Congress Organizations Companies is vital. The PCO (Professional Congress Organization) 

Spain Federation was created in 1992 and initially consisted of 6 associations. At present it 

has 11 Autonomous Associations of PCO companies (Andalusia, Cantabria, Aragon, 

Catalonia, Castilla La Mancha, Galicia, Valencia, La Rioja, Basque Country, Murcia, and 

Madrid) and 4 Autonomous Delegations (Castilla y León, Navarra, and Extremadura), 100 full 

member companies and 200 collaborating enterprises. PCO Spain is also part of EFAPCO 

(European Federation of PCO companies) which represents more than 1,514 professionals 

who play a part in the congress and meetings industry and member countries. As stated by 

PCO Spain (2021) its leading purposes are: “to strengthen the professional image of Spanish 

PCO companies, to guarantee institutional relation between the Federation and the official 

bodies that are considered to be of interest to the meetings industry, to promote synergies 

between the member PCOs of PCO Spain, to develop the dissemination and transmission of 

knowledge, together with the latest developments in the sector on an ongoing basis and to 

give visibility to the professional organizer and his fundamental role within the MICE sector”. 

In parallel, the SCB (Spain Convention Bureau) has also existed in Spain since 1984. SCB 

offers its members services directly related to the organizations of training sessions, 

coordination of market studies, workshops, and presentations in the markets of interest, 

participation in the international fairs related to business tourism, cooperation in advertising 

campaigns, online promotion and providing members with the required online promotion tools. 

In total there are 57 destinations among all Spanish municipalities that have within reach the 

imperative human and technical resources for the organization of meetings and events (SCB, 

2021). On the website there is an exclusive section where all the meeting destinations in Spain 

are listed where all the information about each one is explained together with photos of the 

infrastructures for congresses and meetings and their respective capacities. Several of the 

most significant cities are Madrid and Barcelona, although there are others that occupy a 
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prominent place such as Valencia, Seville, Malaga, Bilbao, Granada, San Sebastian, and 

Alicante (Gavilán 2019). 

Finally, a needful aspect to highlight within MICE Tourism in Spain is that during the year 2021, 
the celebration of FITUR took place in Madrid, that after 13 months of pandemic has been able 

to host the first hybrid edition of the fair that has had 62,000 attendees and 40,000 digital 

visitors. It was the first face-to-face fair to be held in Europe this year, with the participation of 

5,000 companies from five continents, 55 countries and the representation of the 17 

Autonomous Communities of Spain including Ceuta and Melilla. And that, according to 

Hosteltur (2021), “has generated in the city an economic impact of approximately 100 million 

euros.” Similarly, the role of the Canary Islands in MICE Tourism should also be remarked 

upon. On the SCB website, several of the islands are selected as destinations where MICE 

Tourism can be successfully developed such as for example Tenerife, Gran Canaria, 

Lanzarote, and Fuerteventura. The tables in Appendix 3 describe the hotels equipped with 

venues for events, capacity, meeting spaces and other useful data by SCB (2021) and Tenerife 

Convention Bureau (2021). Moreover, noting how the island of Tenerife is a good location for 

meetings as it has strategic location and connectivity, with the best organizers, good weather 

all year around, wide hotel capacity, the best congress centers and excellent services is 

important to be highlighted (Tenerife Convention Bureau, 2021). 

3. ENGLISH AS A VEHICULAR LANGUAGE FOR RESEARCH DISSEMINATION 

3.1 English as a language of science and the importance pf publishing scientific papers 
in this language 

Nature, Science, the New England Journal of Medicine, Cell and Chemical Reviews, among 
the most authoritative scientific journals, are written in English. Indeed, it is often said that 

English is the language of science, but it has not always been so. As Hamel (2007) points out, 

in the past millennia more than one language was used for science: Arabic, Greek, Sumerian 

and Latin. According to this author, English at the beginning of the 20th century became the 

most dominant language in many international publications. But as commented by the Center 

for Scientific Research (1998), there are very significant distinctions within natural sciences, 

social sciences, and humanities, where, for example, publications in other languages are more 

frequent. The growth of English in this type of scientific publications implies that there are more 

and more scientists whose mother language is not English but who (need to) publish in that 

language. The number of English-language journals by non-English-speaking authors has 

dramatically increased in recent decades. Publications in other languages such as German, 

French, Spanish or Russian are losing their attractiveness and, as a result, the number of 

native authors is growing in these types of publications. If we observe the process of 
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international communication, we come to the perspective that relevant findings must be 

published in English if their authors want to be recognized by the main scientific bodies (Hamel, 

2007). Similarly, in accordance with Niño-Puello (2013), one of the most critical challenges for 

any researcher, both in the sciences and the humanities, is to publish their results of scientific 

research. Being able to communicate with the academic world and its followers is essential, 

and for this reason so much value is given to English as the leading international language for 

scientific research, thus not only generating opportunities at the professional level, but also 

improving the possibilities of economic, cultural, scientific, and human development through 

this world language. 

3.2 English in academic and scientific research 

The US and UK, the two academic superpowers, have ensured that English is the most 
prevalent academic and scientific language in that of course studies are influenced by their 

tendencies. This situation has created a global academic environment with a common medium 

of communication, but it has been at the expense of other languages at national level and 

research topics of local importance. Understanding the reason why English-speaking nations, 

especially the USA, have become an academic superpower is essential. It’s because of their 

size and wealth -pertinent issues in determining academic hierarchy- in addition to hosting 

more than half of the world’s international students and investing almost half of its funds on 

research and development.  

Furthermore, the leading scientific and academic journals are published in English since the 

editors and contributors study at English-speaking universities. English is the second most 

widely studied language in the world and this fact gives it a considerable advantage in many 

non-English speaking countries. Scholars from other parts of the world must accommodate the 

interests of prestigious scientific and academic journals if they expect their work to be 

published in them, as English-language publications increasingly dominate the academic world 

and are the ones that circulate internationally. As a result, universities have the desire to have 

their professional’s articles published in these journals for greater prestige and recognition 

(Altbach, 2007). 

3.3 Academic writing for non-native speakers of English 

As cited by Lillies and Curry (2010), academic writing for research publication is pervasive 
worldwide, with a total of approximately 5.5 million academics, 2,000 publishers, and 17,500 

research institutions. And there is a large number of academic authors whose native language 

is not English, but who use it for their publications, so a specialized term "English for Research 

Publication Purposes" (ERPP) has been conceived which can be defined as a field of EAP 
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(English For Academic Purposes) that deals with the concerns of researchers and students 

who need to publish their articles in international journals. EAP programs usually include some 

of the requirements, although the problems faced by non-native authors who intend to publish 

in English may be of greater importance (Cargill & Burgess, 2008; Flowerdew, 2013). 

There is a deep concern, according to Ammon (1998) and Ferguson et al (2011), that the 
domination of English unfairly benefits native English speakers and disadvantages non-native 

English speakers, and may hinder the efforts of them to publish in high-impact journals, almost 

all of which are written in English, mainly in the natural sciences. In addition, Al-Khasawneh 

(2017) states that his study on variations in the rhetorical structure of abstracts written by native 

and non-native English speakers may help native writers in general, and non-native writers in 

particular, for improving their academic writing, as differences in the way of writing were 

demonstrated. He shares that, according to Hyland (2000), improving genre knowledge could 

help novice writers to be active participants in their disciplinary community. On the other hand, 

he mentions how Bhatia (1997) emphasizes that genre analysis is especially useful in 

providing valuable information to writers. Moreover, he comments that findings of this study 

have the potential to help non-native English-speaking writers and maximize their chances of 

publishing their articles in recognized international journals. 

3.4 Patterns and styles in promotional discourse 

As Bathia (2005) points out, the use of promotional values in most forms of discourse has been 
a dominant feature at both professional and academic levels. He notes further that this situation 

has emerged due to the availability of new technologies, advertising and promotional activities 

of companies, professional and academic activities and other areas of social interest. He states 

that the development of technology during these years has permitted worldwide audience to 

have access to public discourse and that individuals have created new forms of discourse 

distinct from the conventional forms. Furthermore, this author comments that the appropriation 

of lexical grammatical and rhetorical resources of corporate advertising discourse “has offered 

a very attractive option because of its innovative character and creative use of language”. He 

asserts that advertising has contributed to turn the writing process into art and that professional 

and academic writers compete for attention through the creative use of tradicional expressions 

and clichés and not only through innovative language.  

This author claims that the development of discourse had two relevant consequences, on the 

one hand, promotional and advertising activities became essential for survival, and, on the 

other hand, cross-cultural variations turned into an integral factor in promotional and 

advertising discourses. Although he argues that the foremost consequence has been that “in 

a very short period of time this has become one of the most dynamic and innovative forms of 
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discourse today, which in turn has influenced the construction, interpretation, use and 

exploitation of most other forms of academic, professional, and institutional genres, thus 

invading their territorial integrity to create appropriated, embedded, mixed or hybrid forms of 

discourse”. Similarly, Stasková comments that academic discourse is represented by a wide 

range of text types that members of academic communities use in their daily routines when 

performing research, educational and administrative tasks. The author also remarks that “It is 

characteristic of a university that it is a place where people read, write, exchange information 

and respond to a variety of texts in the context of their disciplines or other aspects of their 

academic life. It is actually a myriad of communication genres that universities create and use 

to organize their work." 

3.5 Discourse strategies for international research promotion 

As Martín and León Pérez (2017) point out, the creation of a research study may present a 
series of complexities, particularly for inexperienced writers or for non-native authors of English 

as an Additional Language (EAL). It is imperative for writers to demonstrate to members of 

specific disciplinary communities, in particular to editors and reviewers of international English 

journals, their ability to master the rhetorical conventions “which have been institutionalized in 

a specific research genre, such as the research article (RA)”. Consequently, in English for 

Research Publication Purposes (ERPP), writers have contributed to other academic 

researchers by creating a structure for experimental RAs. Most of the studies are based on the 

IMRD (Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion) pattern across disciplines and 

languages, while other authors as Cargill and O’Connor (2013) and Burgess and Cargill (2013) 

have remarked on a variation of this pattern which involves writing the methods section at the 

end of the article. And eventually, other authors such as Kanoksilapatham (2015) illustrates in 

his study that each sub-discipline is singular in nature and that each possesses a discourse 

community with its own writing conventions which are reflected in the selective choice of certain 

movements and steps of John Swales’ model (1990;2004). 
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4. OBJECTIVES, CORPUS AND METHODOLOGY  

The main objective of this Final Master’s Thesis is to analyze the principal communication 

strategies used by authors of scientific articles to promote their research published in English-

medium high impact journals where the varied aspects of MICE Tourism are covered. Our aim 

is to identify, classify and describe the main research promotion tools used by them in order to 

help novice researchers and Non-Native English-Speaking Scientists (NNESS), whose mother 

language is other than English but who need it as an instrumental, vehicular language, to 

succeed in routine scientific and academic communication settings. 

As a contribution in the same line, the collection of occurrences of all the rhetorical strategies 
identified for research promotion, with particular attention to the key lexical items and 

expressions used by authors, will be presented so that prospective authors of RAs either in 

the subfield of MICE Tourism or in others of Tourism research may find some help and may 

feel in equal conditions for the highly competitive arena of academic and scientific research 

communication and for facilitating the dissemination of their own research results at an 

international level. The findings of the current research work will also be applicable to the 

writing and preparation of conference presentations. All and all, certain essential language 

skills which are useful for hooking the readers’ and/or listeners’ attention, as well as for 

softening the strength of the scientific claims (by using appropriate hedging devices), and for 

politely expressing academic and scientific conflict will also be identified and provided.  

Thus, to ensure the achievement of these research purposes, a representative collection made 

of eight articles will be analyzed, divided into two homogeneous subsets composed of four 

texts taken from each one of the journals that are included in the sample under study, here 

named corpus. All of them have been published in two among the best-positioned tourism 

journals according to the most recently released Journal Citation Report (JCR) list for 2020. 

The two selected and accessible journals were Annals of Tourism Research and Tourism 

Management. Following the standard practice in Applied Language studies, the selected 

articles were randomly chosen among those published in both journals for a specific period, in 

this case the time span being the last five years before the beginning of the current research 

(2015-2020). Our analysis of the rhetorical strategies for research promotion will be focused 

on the article titles, the Abstracts, and the Introductions, since they are regarded among the 

most promotional as well as rhetorically rich and complex sections of the scientific paper. 

The method used to analyze the articles is based on the findings obtained from the ground-

breaking research conducted by John Swales (1990; 2004) according to which, with only very 

few exceptions, the structural organization of an archetypal research paper (RP) in its sections, 

particularly the Introduction in this case, is based on a series of moves (as functional units of 
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discourse) and steps (as lexical items and language expressions). Thus, we used his reliable 

model, in an updated version, for identifying the essential RP rhetorical strategies used by 

authors, as if they were the rules (moves and steps) in a chess game, as a metaphor of the 

“academic/scientific communication game”. Those identified strategies are the tools that 

research article authors use -and are expected to use- to “Create a Research Space” (which 

is why the model is known as the CARS Model).  

Following the research carried out in different knowledge fields by subsequent investigators 
who, after Swales, went on developing and refining the CARS model, the following table (Table 
1) summarized and displays the system of moves and steps originally designed by him in 1990, 

later improved and completed by other authors (Martín and León Pérez 2014), which can be 

taken as a guide to help reading and writing RA introductions in almost any academic or 

scientific knowledge field: 
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Authors, as they proceed from the functional units here named Move 1 to Move 3 write their 
article Introductions by gradually increasing their rhetorical force to fulfill their communicative 

purposes, and they do so by using specific lexical items and expressions that can be identified, 

described, and eventually taught. In this sense, our study is particularly focused on the 

identification and description of the language tools used when the authors are taking Step 5 

and/or 6 in Move 3, that is, when they are presenting their current research. Those two steps 

are perhaps the ones with the greatest promotional potential for authors to show the 

importance of their research contribution to the eyes of the scientific or academic community 

that they belong to. Nonetheless, as part of the following Results section, and to clarify and 

expand on the aforementioned model, as a way to understand the scientific and academic 

community’s expectations about how a RA introduction is to be written, the identified 

occurrences of all the moves and steps of the CARS model in the corpus analyzed will be 

conveniently described and presented. 

In the same way, for time and space reasons, in an attempt to avoid using the whole titles 

when we need to mention the different articles as a source of the data provided, which will be 

all listed in the Corpus References, the codes listed below will be used instead: 

• A-RP1: Performance measurement in the networked context of convention and visitors 

bureaus (CVBs) 

• A-RP2:  The economic importance of meetings and conferences: A satellite account 

approach 

• A-RP3: The Banff Indian Days tourism festivals 

• A-RP4: Football tourist trips: a new analytic for tourism studies 

• TM-RP1: Event management research: The focus today and in the future 

• TM-RP2: Progress and prospects for event tourism research 

• TM-RP3: The effects of social media on emotions, brand relationship quality, and word 

of mouth: An empirical study of music festival attendees 

• TM-RP4: What motivates visitors to participate in a gamified trip? A player typology 

using Q methodology 

5. RESULTS: HOW AUTHORS PROMOTE THEIR RESEARCH IN SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES 
ABOUT TOURISM 

This investigation is focused on the analysis of a representative collection of Research Articles 

(RAs from now on) also named Research Papers (RPs) published by authors who have delved 

into themes related to Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions (from now on MICE) 

Tourism as a result of a random selection process, following the research standard criteria 
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generally accepted in Applied Language studies. As we mentioned above, our RAs selection 

was centered in a series of texts published in two of the top-ranked journals in the specialty. 

From a methodological point of view, the instrument for analyzing the texts in the corpus was 

the already cited Create a Research Space (from now on CARS) model, originally developed 

by John M. Swales (1990; 2004), refined and updated by other researchers (Martín and León 

Pérez 2014), with particular attention being paid to its Move 3 for Presenting the Research 

Study, especially regarding Step 5, for Anticipating Main Results and/or Conclusions, and Step 

6, for explicitly Highlighting the Main Contributions/Value of the Research, since they are the 

most powerful rhetorical strategies for authors’ promotion of their own research when 

addressing the academic and scientific community they belong to (which fits the main purpose 

of our study). 

The RPs analysed have been randomly obtained, from two of the most influential and highly-

regarded journals in the arena of international research about Tourism, namely Annals of 

Tourism Research, published by Elsevier Ltd. in the United Kingdom as well as Tourism 

Management, also published by Elsevier Ltd. in the United Kingdom and its companion title 

Tourism Management Perspectives, whose editing house is Elsevier USA, in the United 

States, though they both share the same international editorial board.  

Considering their Impact Factor (IF), as the recommended objective and systematic criterion 

used by Applied Language scholars to classify the relative importance of world journals within 

their own sub-category, it is important to note that the latter, Tourism Management (officially 

abbreviated Tour Manag) shows a Journal IF Trend for the period 2019-2020 (last year 

included in the time span that we have studied) of 7,432 (showing a 23.6% increase). 

According to the last JCR update (2020), its impact score estimated for 2021 is 11.06, which 

is equivalent to the number of times the documents which were published in the cited journal 

in the last two years have been cited in the current year. The quoted figure is based on Scopus 

data and can be slightly different but very similar to the IF produced by the Journal Science 

Citation Report (as indicated in the Web of Science, following Thomson Reuters metrics). The 

cited journal covers the categories of Development (Q1), Strategy and Management (Q1), and 

Transportation (Q1).  

The impact Score 2020 for its companion title Tourism Management Perspectives (whose 

abbreviated name is Tour Manag Perspect) is 6.77. As an interdisciplinary journal concerned 

with the planning and management of travel and tourism, tourist experiences and their 

consequences for communities, economies, and environments, it has a focus on the creation 

of image, the shaping of tourist experiences and tourist perceptions, and the ways in which 
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tourist organizations both self-manage and manage destinations. Its core research fields are 

related to Tourism, Leisure and Hospitality Management (Q1). 

The formerly mentioned journal, Annals of Tourism Research (its official abbreviation being 

Ann Tour Res) covers the categories of Development (Q1), Tourism, Leisure and Hospitality 

Management (Q1) with an Impact Score of 6.70.  

The same number of RPs were chosen from each journal to ensure a homogeneous 

distribution of the identified occurrences and to fulfill the requirements of this type of research. 

The language sample analyzed, i.e. the whole set of all the article titles, their Abstracts and 

their Introductions, all of them among the most rhetorically promotional RA sections, amounts 

to a total of 10,570 running words, which fits by far the definition of a representative language 

sample for a study of these characteristics. 

5.1 Rhetorical strategies for creating a research space in MICE Tourism studies 

Before presenting a detailed description of both the qualitative and quantitative results 

obtained in the current study about the main rhetorical strategies for promoting research in 

MICE Tourism studies, we will provide a set of reference examples among the ones that were 

encountered in the corpus analyzed -their identification codes (IDs) will always be provided, 

with the aim of illustrating all the moves and steps included in Swales’s CARS model. Every 

single example, after its individual identification through a thorough process of manual (non-

automatic) reading by the analyst (author of this document), was then isolated, quantified, 

analyzed, and accordingly classified. The classification of all the occurrences found was 

counter-checked by a second analyst (as a supervisor), whose expertise as a rater was 

considered to estimate the interrater reliability index of the study, which reached the score of 

0.97 (which means that in 97% of the cases there was an agreement between both analysts). 

In the few cases where a difference was noticed, a specialist informant was consulted for 

reaching a univocal interpretation of the message. 

After our move analysis of the RP Introductions, we could identify a prototypical structure 

consisting of three easily differentiated main moves, gradually increasing in author’s rhetorical 

effort, proceeding from Move 1 to Move 3. Thus, Move 1 is characterized by authors 

contextualizing their research within a particular field basically by highlighting the importance 

of the topic of the study, classified in this model as Step 1A as shown below, although all (or 

some) other rhetorical steps (1B and/or 1C) of Move 1 may occur, as shown in the examples 

listed below in Table 2, as they were identified in our corpus: 
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Once they have created a frame for their work, authors need to justify their research by creating 

a space (conceptual gap) which allows them to introduce their new scientific claims as a 

valuable contribution to the other members of the scientific and/or academic community that 

they belong to. Such communication purpose mainly involves signaling a possible knowledge 

gap (Step 2A) and/or (in a combined fashion) expressing a certain degree of criticism 

addressed to previous work published on the same or similar topic, either by addressing other 

researchers personally (Step 2B) or by making a generalized reference to the scientific 

community (Step 2C), as can be noticed in Table 3:  
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An extra example is provided here to illustrate the importance of a hedging device, here used 
with the purpose of modulating (attenuating) the impact of the criticism expressed by the 

authors. This is a culturally bound conventional practice which is often problematic for Non-

Native English-Speaking Scientists (NNESS), as often commented by the peer reviewers of 

their manuscripts in the process of revision prior to publication. It certainly poses a difficulty for 

(or even prevents) users of English as an Additional Language (EAL) when they seek to publish 

their research internationally, since they lack the Anglo-Saxon-culture background which 

expected to be handled in those periodicals: 

 

Though helpful for understanding the variegated performances of bodies whilst ‘away’, 
the focus leaves unanswered questions about how these practices are reconciled, or 

deliberately set apart from, bodily praxis at home. (A-RP4). 
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Finally, after justifying their research, Move 3 is functionally for authors presenting the actual 

research carried out (see Table 4): 
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Since it is in Move 3 where authors occupy the research niche which they had previously 
signaled in Move 2, they have certain predominating rhetorical choices at hand, since they 

might be more frequent or characteristic of some subfields (the abbreviation PISF used below 

stands for ‘possible in some fields’, though unlikely in others). Among them we must highlight 

the most rhetorically powerful choices for promoting their research: either they can anticipate 

main results and/or conclusions (Step 5) and/or they can explicitly highlight any reason why 

their study can be regarded as relevant, salient, or important (Step 6). These two highly 

promotional steps allow writers to convince their peers about the value of their research 

contribution. This is illustrated below through some of the examples in Table 5: 

 

Finally, the last step that can possibly be taken by authors (in Move 3) when writing the 
Introduction of a RA has to do with what would be named the reader-friendly function of 

explaining the reader what is coming next (Step 7) after the Introduction both in terms of 

structure and content organization. Once again, this function is unlikely to occur in certain 

subfields and only possible in others. However, after the analysis of our corpus and comparing 

our data with those given by other researchers who have studied promotional language in 
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other knowledge fields and subspecialties, such as Political Science and Political Philosophy 

in the Social Sciences, or Dermatology and Psychology in the Health Sciences (Martín and 

León Pérez 2014), we could identify a remarkable higher frequency of Step 7 (since 18 

occurrences were found) in the corpus analysed for MICE tourism, as shown in Table 6: 

 

5.2 Move analysis of research promotional rhetorical strategies: quantitative results 

To begin sharing the core numerical information, all the instances of Step 5 that we could 
identify show how the authors were Announcing their principal outcomes/findings or 

Anticipating their main conclusions. In the same way, all the instances of Step 6 that we could 

also find show how authors were Stating the value of their research. Similarly, their co-

occurrences, i.e. how they use both rhetorical strategies (Steps 5 and 6) simultaneously in the 

same content unit (either phrase or clause), and of course in the same article, show how 

authors may occasionally combine both strategies for making a stronger claim in terms of 

promoting their own research, which might be a potential effect of the high degree of 

competitiveness that authors face in the global context of scientific publications.  

In quantitative terms, our results reveal that in all RPs of the sample corpus analyzed, 
considering both selected journals, the two most promotional rhetorical strategies of the CARS 

model (Step 5 and Step 6) show a remarkable frequency of use: a total number of 71 instances 

were identified, 48 (67.60%) of them corresponding to Step 6, as the predominant type, 

followed by 20 (28.16%) instances corresponding to Step 5, as their second choice, and 3 

(4.22%) instances, which were of the combined or complex class, due to the co-occurrence of 

both Steps 5 and 6 in the same concept unit (either phrase or clause). Besides this fact, we 

must note that all the RPs included in the corpus showed both types of promotional strategy 

(Steps 5 and 6) in a combined fashion. These figures are shown below in Table 7: 
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Our findings also demonstrate that these RA authors not only seem to use both rhetorical 

strategies on a regular basis, as they appeared in all the articles without exception showing a 

markedly homogeneous distribution (50% in each journal for Step 5; and 48% in Ann Tour Res 

as well as 52% in Tour Man for Step 6) but also with a high frequency (100% of the RAs 

showed not only one but several instances of the analysed rhetorical strategies).  
 

Moreover, our data confirms a prevalent trend in 100% of the RPs for the authors to combine 

both strategies (Steps 5 and 6) within the same article, thus reaching the highest degree of 

research promotion. And, as already pointed out, our figures evidence that the possibility even 

exists for both promotional strategies to be combined within the same content unit or 

expression (almost 3% of the cases found in Ann Tour Res were of this type, as well as 5,4% 

of those found in Tour Man). As much as 4,2% of the instances isolated in the whole corpus 

were a combination of both Steps 5 and 6 in the same content unit. These data can be checked 

in Table 8 which follows: 
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Additionally, regardless of the type (Step 5 or Step 6), we noticed that both journals’ RPs 

showed a high frequency of promotional rhetorical strategies being used (48% of the total 

number of occurrences identified were found in the RPs published in Ann Tour Res, whereas 

52% of them were found in the RPs of Tour Man). Such a homogeneous distribution of the 

phenomenon under study, considering together both Steps 5 and 6 as a unique category for 

research promotion (Anticipation of results and conclusions, and Highlighting the importance 

of the study) tells us about no salient difference in the importance given to rhetorical strategies 

for promoting the research value, corroborated in the two periodicals analysed. In rough 

numbers, on the one hand, Ann. Tour. Res. showed a total amount of 34 instances of both 

Steps 5 and 6, and Tour. Man. (Pers.) a total of 37.  

Considering the collection of occurrences of Step 5 alone, 20 instances (29,41%) were found 

out of a total of 68 instances of all the promotional strategies (Steps 5 + Step 6) encountered. 

Regarding Step 6 alone, 48 occurrences (70,58%) were identified. These figures evidence that 

authors of RPs about MICE Tourism publishing their RPs in the two journals analysed tend to 

use Step 6 as their preferred rhetorical strategy predominantly over Step 5, which can also be 

seen in Table 7 and 8  from which, as already explained, the number of instances of all 

rhetorical strategies occurring and identified in the corpus, as well as the different types and 

categories in which they were later classified, eventually corroborated by a peer experienced 

analyst, can be drawn. As already indicated, regarding the reliability of the current data, our 

study findings (both quantitative and qualitative) yielded an interrater reliability index of 0.97.  
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5.3 Move analysis of research promotional rhetorical strategies: qualitative results 

The collected occurrences of rhetorical strategies for research promotion which were found in 

the RPs, particularly in their titles, Abstracts, and Introduction sections, will be now offered and 

described. Examples illustrating the different categories (Step 5 and Step 6) analysed with 

their key defining lexical items and specific markers highlighted will be conveniently provided 

in the following three sections, so that they can be implemented with teaching and learning 

purposes as well as used by junior researchers as NNESS or AEL users for better fulfilling 

their publishing goals. 

5.3.1 Rhetorical strategies for the promotion of MICE Tourism research through 
announcing principal outcomes (Move 3 – Step 5) 

From a qualitative perspective, we learned that for the purpose of rhetorically promoting their 

research, by highlighting their main findings, our corpus authors tend to use nominal or other 

phrases including nouns such as findings, results, outcomes, numbers, frequency, estimates 

or conclusion, among others (all of them within the semantic field of ‘results’, ‘data’ and/or 

‘conclusions’). They also tend to use cognitive action verbs like indicate, identify, show, 

estimate, emanate, rise, interpret, establish, result, demonstrate, center, contextualize, 

categorize, propose, or present, ranging from the openly positive assessment of expressions 

such as shed light upon to more tentative choices such as suggest or indicate, with some more 

neutral terms in the middle range, like show or demonstrate. Indeed, significant, leading, major, 

main, emergent, obvious, frequent, or particular, among others, are also adverbial or adjectival 

modifiers that also add an extra value or significance to the results and or conclusions being 

presented by the authors. Any type of these markers is used to fulfill the communicative 

purpose of revealing the reader that the results are forthcoming, as can be seen below: 
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Worth noting is an example where the authors explain the principal conclusion of their study 

and comment on the relevance of the topic (event management, in this case), both in academic 

and touristic terms, by using highly rhetorically promotional expressions such as is getting 

stronger or a major element, which are common ground with so many other instances, as can 

be now seen: 

 

In this next instance, the authors provide a commentary on the results of their research through 
their own personal standpoint, in a manner which can be defined as highly author-committed, 

by using the first person singular possessive pronoun my instead of a detached expression of 

the predominant type, as the main conclusion, this research, this article or the findings, much 

more impersonal, detached and less author-committed which is the predominant trend as far 

as we know. Curiously enough this occurrence belongs to Tour Man Persp, which happens to 
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be the American companion title of the British Tour Man, so this potential English variety-driven 

difference probably deserves more attention in future research. The actual instance can be 

seen below, followed by others of the detached prevalent type which complete the series of 

Step 5 collection of occurrences identified: 
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5.3.2 Rhetorical strategies for the promotion of MICE Tourism research through stating 
the value of the study (Move 3 – Step 6) 

By using this strategy (Step 6) scholars explicitly emphasize the value or main contribution of 

their own research to the eyes of the academic or scientific peers who they are addressing as 

authors. As we could learn, for such a particular purpose they tend to use words (mostly 

adjectival modifiers as well as nouns) with a positive assessment implied such as helpful, 

appealing, leading, useful, particular, deeper, new or multi-dimensional, among the adjectival, 

and importance, significance, opportunity, key, headline, contribution, purpose, issues, results, 

attention, relevance or potential, among many others of the nominal kind.  

They may also use some action verbs with obvious positive connotations in a research context, 
such as offer, provide, present, revise, reflect on and help, among many others, when they 

want to show the significance, novelty, or uniqueness of their research, or when they need to 

highlight its main contribution or value. Some other choices with a more markedly promotional 

implication may also appear, such as offer an opportunity, develop, clarify, enable, update or 

understand, and adjectival terms whose meaning might be closely connected with the scientific 

method proper in a positive way, such as transparent, replicable, cost-effective or reliable, as 

well as contribution, significance or evidence, among the nouns; or enumerating adverbs with 

a gradually increasing enhancing power, such as firstly, secondly, thirdly, for listing the main 

research contributions, were also appearing, as can be seen in the following examples: 
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There were also certain instances, particularly in the titles of the RPs, where the authors used 

words such as importance and new as two key elements to show the research relevance from 

the very beginning of the document (as can be seen in the two next instances shown below). 

Moreover, certain particularly enhancing expressions such as at all levels, in different / all 

places, may also appear which, even though they point to a fairly objective measurement or 

description of some scientific methodological dimension, overtly emphasize some high 

standard criterion for positively assessing the research contribution which is being presented; 

sometimes by making a contrast with previous research if expressions such as with untapped 

theoretical transparency, formerly hidden, allow a better understanding, widely accepted or 

even takes us further along a path to understanding are used, as can be seen as follows: 
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In the following examples the authors point out the significance of their study due to the 

unexplored theoretical potential of the subject that they discuss, by making a more or less 

veiled criticism of the scientific community they belong to, as can be seen in the next instances. 

Please, pay particular attention to the forthcoming examples to see the use of expressions 

such as away from disproportionate focus on, helps rebalance, untapped theoretical potential, 

help us reflect on a deeper meditation or hence better understand as well as other instances 

already listed with expressions such as formerly hidden or allow a better understanding. These 

examples can help us check that, as far as our data strongly suggests, the rhetoric for politely 

expressing academic conflict or scientific disagreement can be also confirmed as a tool for 

better enhancing research promotion: 
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There can equally be certain occasions where the authors enhance the importance and novelty 
of their research, by highlighting that their study is somehow groundbreaking for being the first 

or precursor of a trend (from the methodological or content point of view), as shown in the next 

example, though the expression one of is here acting as a downtowner or hedging device, thus 

modulating the force of the claim which is being made and minimizing the potential risk of a 

face-threatening speech act, which is in fact another weak competence area for NNESS and 

AEL users. Please notice the following instance: 

 

Also, important to note is the frequent tendency to present the main contribution or value of 

the study in a detached (non-committed, non-personal) fashion (as already detected in Step 5 

occurrences), by using expressions such as this paper, this study, the framework, or terms 

such as understanding, as in: 
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There was another case worth mentioning in which the authors express the salience of their 

research by the powerful technique of signaling (in a more or less veiled degree) a conceptual 

gap in previous research, by using clauses such as updating the previous research, 

substantially extended review, creating knowledge, forming the basis, outlining future 

directions; or by using noun phrases such as a deeper analysis; or even by isolated terms such 

as development or evolution with an implied positive assessment connotation, as can be seen 

below in several highly promotional instances, in which the concurrent forces of several lexical 

items were working in combination (please pay attention to the effect of a serial collection of 

items such as will bridge a gap, by shedding light upon, to better design, and for different 

market segments): 

 

The final set of instances provided to close this section illustrate how the authors can focus on 
a wide range of aspects, traits, or characteristics to add value to their own work as, for example, 
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the fact that their research process has not been an easy undertaking though the result is 

considered to be essential for understanding the future prospects of a particular subfield in 

Tourism studies.  

Other possibilities might point to the fact that the research itself has certain particularities that 
make it somehow remarkable. This is perhaps a subtler, more indirect, though objective 

manner of highlighting the value of the research (Step 6), in which authors may emphasize 

aspects such as that their study is selective, since it is focused on a particular subject matter, 

synthesizing, strategic or explanatory; of that it is addressed to certain interdisciplinary, 

leading, specialist audiences, as well as new or innovative, of course.  

Authors may also underline their promotional message by using verbal markers such as help 

shape, reveal, synthesize, summarize, dominate, explore, assess, lead, include, advance, as 

well as certain nominal terms such as future, progress, evolution, praxis, model, attention, 

approach, contribution, perception, discussion, implications, influence, impact, and/or 

adjectival ones such as increasing, key, core, desired, significant, favorable, all of them with 

obviously positive connotations, as some core traits of Step 6 expression, as shown below: 
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5.3.3 Rhetorical strategies for the promotion of research in MICE Tourism studies 
through the co-occurrence of both steps 

The co-occurrence of both Step 5 and 6, not only in the same RA but even in the same 
conceptual unit (phrase or clause) is occasionally used by some authors and occurs in both 

journals. With the use of such a complex strategy they will be reaching the highest impact in 

research promotion since they are giving prominence not only to their research main findings 

(Step 5) but also to the value and/or main scientific contributions of their studies. In AnnTour 

Res we could identify a single instance of this co-occurring phenomenon which means 2,94% 

of all the instances of promotional strategies found in the whole corpus; where in Tour Man 2 

instances were found, accounting for 5,55% of the total promoting rhetorical strategies used 

by the authors in our study corpus (see Table 8). Examples are given below: 
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The following is a particular instance where the authors, in addition to using both steps 

simultaneously in the same unit, achieved an extra cumulative powerful effect by using the 

technique of repetition (Step 6), with the aim of further promoting their research through their 

emphasis of the originality and newness of their study, but also by anticipating some main 

findings and content contributions, and also by defining its methodological relevance as well 

as its innovative approach, as shown below: 

 

Another manifestation of rhetorical strategies co-occurring was found in the titles of the RPs of 

our corpus. A study of them allowed us to perceive that among the 8 items, 6 (80%) rely on 

factual description of the research, as the predominant type, 4 of which (50% of the titles) 

showed some combination of factual and attributive descriptions of the research. The 

occurrences showing an attributive component, which typically implies some positive 

assessment attributable to the study for a (content or methodological) reason, as the minority 

type, were never found in isolation (since they were always combined with some information 

of a more factual kind). Finally, both types, which could be called informative (tending to facts-

based) and persuasive (with attribute-based elements), which were either found in a combined 

fashion as happened in half of the items (in 50% of the corpus titles), as well as the purely 

factual ones, are shown in the examples provided below in Table 9 : 
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From the point of view of the structure, there is a regular distribution of the simple title (3 
instances, made of noun phrase, and 1 question) and the complex (juxtaposed) types, with 4 

occurrences (50% of the cases) each, showing exactly the opposite patterns in every journal. 

The simple type was the prevalent choice (3 to 1) in Ann Res, and the complex (also 3 to 1) in 

Tour Man / Tour Man Persp, as can be checked above in Table 10. 

As a final comment to the results of the current study, it must be noted that the way in which 
the authors of our corpus use the two most promotional rhetorical strategies (Steps 5 and 6) 

of the CARS model for presenting their research in the Abstracts and the Introductions of their 

RPs, as well as in their titles, observing every RP one by one may also deserve attention in 

further research that can be carried out in the future. Certain trends as well as certain 

quantitative (although never qualitative) differences could be identified. However, the 

significance of representativeness of those differences is so far only apparent since we 

consider that cannot be stated with warranted reliability unless they are further contrasted and 

compared with a wider reference corpus. Nevertheless, the data for both journals are provided 

in a series of tables included in Appendix 4 to this study, in case they could be useful for us 

or other researchers in the short or long run. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The findings of this study about frequency, distribution, and typology of some of the principal 
communicative strategies in MICE tourism RAs allow us to conclude that, among the two main 

strategies for research promotion, authors clearly prefer making an open statement about the 

value of their work. Thus, they tend to explicitly highlight the importance of their study by 

mentioning some feature that foregrounds its relevance, either because of its content or for 

some methodological reason, rather than posing a more factual kind of information by 

anticipating some of their important results. However, enriching the persuasive potential of 

their promotional language with a more informative function is a marked tendency since both 

strategies are combined along the opening sections of the paper. They both predominate in 

the Introduction, but they also occur in the Abstract, as well as often in the title, where the 

reader’s attention-grabbing power may become more apparent.  

A common feature of academic speech also appearing in the authors’ language for enhancing 

the value of their research is their use of hedging devices (downtoners) for modulating 

academic conflict (from unmitigated to tentative), peer criticism (from direct, personal to 

indirect, impersonal), or the strength of their scientific claims (from restricted to categorical), 

as common and expected in English-medium international communication. Nevertheless, a 

distinctive feature that became prominent in MICE Tourism discourse seems to be that authors 

may provide their readers with explanations about the structure and content of their Scientific 
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Articles, though never losing their predominantly detached, non-committed perspective, since 

they rarely use first person or human entity references.  

The very few exceptions to this rule show a univocal connection with the American idiomatic 
variety of English, which may point to varying levels of competitiveness which may prompt the 

authors to be more or less likely or openly ready to express their commitment, stronger claims, 

open peer criticism, or blunt disagreement. These aspects could be analysed and measured 

in future research by observing patterns of hedging devices, first-person singular instead of 

first-person plural use or human entity-centered action instead of object-centered discourse, 

as well as comments or opinions instead of facts, and explicit addresses to individual rather 

than collective critique. But for the time being, the following six core salient features can be 

applied as concluding remarks about the current rhetorical strategies being used for research 

promotion in MICE Tourism RAs. 

6.1 A strategic impact on reputation 

Our current findings lead us to conclude that when authors researching MICE Tourism are 

presenting their study in an international publication by writing a Scientific Article there is a 

tendency for them to mention or describe some feature(s) of their research which highlight its 

credit and credibility. Those reasons, usually epistemic or methodologic, clearly contribute to 

a positive assessment of the study in question since they point to features which affect its 

reliability, trustworthiness, validity, acceptability, plausibility, soundness, authenticity, integrity, 

or accuracy, among other possible advantageous qualities which are expected from an 

influential or inspiring scientific study. Such a tendency, as their preferred rhetorical strategy 

for promoting their research, has a direct positive impact on the readership and peers’ 

perception of the status and authority of the publication. Less frequent but also common is the 

anticipation of results. By announcing certain remarkable outcomes of their study as early as 

possible authors also contribute to the goal of improving the reputation of and raising the status 

of their work.  

6.2 Proneness to attributive information 

Both above-mentioned patterns have been clearly identified in the whole corpus and each with 
an identical distribution in both journals analyzed, so they prove to be a consolidated 

homogeneous tendency. However, authors in this field, when addressing their scientific 

community for their research promotion, seem to be prone to share information of a more 

descriptive (attributive) nature as their preferred attention-caller tool rather than using criteria 

of a more objective (factual) kind. 
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6.3 Combination of the promotional strategies available at varying degrees 

There exist different degrees of rhetorical promotion in MICE Tourism RAs according to the 

number and coexistence of the identified afore-mentioned strategies, either attributive or 

factual, which can be used in isolation or in combination. Authors can choose from using either 

a single strategy (emphasis of a salient trait of the research or findings anticipation), or both in 

combination, which can be achieved through their evenly distribution along the opening 

sections of the article (title, Abstract and/or Introduction) or, much less frequently, by combining 

both types within a single content unit. This last choice allows authors to reach the highest 

degree of rhetorical promotion.  

6.4 Introductions as the preferred location with informative and persuasive purposes 

Occurrence of research promotion strategies prevails in the Introduction, as one of the most 

rhetorically complex sections of the RA, which is also longer in comparison with the Abstract, 

a section where these strategies also abound. As a result, we can conclude that authors who 

delve into MICE Tourism research tend to use promotional communication strategies 

predominantly in the Introductions. Regarding the titles, they exhibit a limited number of 

instances of research promotion, tending however to combine factual (predominating) and 

attributive content, with both informative and persuasive purposes for describing the research 

in question. 

6.5 A more reader-friendly and detached author’s profile 

Exceptionally noteworthy is how authors in the research field here analysed are inclined to use 

certain rhetorical strategies for guiding their potential readership by outlining the structure of 

their RAs. This has proved in recent Applied Linguistics research to be missing among the 

rhetorical strategies defining the discourse in other specialties and areas of knowledge, a 

finding which could be corroborated in future research, together with the incipient manifestation 

of an author-committed presentation of information (using the first-person singular pronoun 

among other markers) versus the prevalent author-detached style (through presentation of 

facts). Both deserve attention and demand some future research. 

6.6 Meeting expectations of competency on conventional academic communication 

Finally, another essential aspect that may help authors appear as competent members in the 

context of their scientific community is their expertise or minimum command of certain 

conventional communication skills, such as the use of hedging devices for modulating the 

strength of their claims, peer criticism and academic conflict. Illustrations of some actual 

instances found are included among the many resources provided in this study. 
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